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Do We Still Need Peer Review? An Argu-
ment for Change, Thomas H. P. Gould. 
Plymouth, U.K.: Scarecrow Press, 2013. 
184 pages. $60 (ISBN 978-0-8108-8574-5)
How long has peer review been in crisis? 
At what point does crisis outlast emer-
gency to become status quo? Attacks on 
the weaknesses of peer review appear with 
such regularity that they have migrated 
from scholarly journals to newspapers and 
magazines. Notwithstanding criticism—
and bold experiments such as the experi-
mental open peer review given online to 
Kathleen Fitzpatrick’s 2011 book Planned 
Obsolescence before its publication—the 
gears grind on, due in large part to the re-
ward systems built around the mechanism 
of blind and anonymous review.
Among those tilting at the windmill 
of reform is Thomas H. P. Gould, associ-
ate professor of mass communications at 
Kansas State University in Manhattan, KS. 
The title of his book—Do We Still Need Peer 
Review?—contravenes Ian Betteridge’s law 
of headlines, which states that any head-
line ending with a question mark can be 
answered “no.” Gould answers his ques-
tion with an equivocal “yes, however . . .” 
His book is not a scourge of peer review, 
nor is it a partisan defense. Rather, the book 
is Gould’s attempt to reform peer review in 
order to save it—and us—from “the brink, 
the utter doom, that is ahead.” (p. 2) 
What is this doom? It consists of peer 
review’s well-documented failings, the 
advent of digital publishing, and espe-
cially what Gould terms “the rise of the 
Individual,” specifically his or her ability to 
bypass peer review and publish regardless 
of quality. (p. 5) As Gould sees it, search 
engines trawl an ever-expanding ocean of 
detritus, giving us a “simple, easy, largely 
useless way to gather research of the most 
minimal value in a very efficient fashion.” 
(p. 83) He worries about the greenhorn 
researchers and graduate students who, 
pressured to publish and contemptuous 
of a flawed peer review process, ultimately 
“feel free to publish without peer review 
at all.” (p. 86) 
As doomsday scenarios go, this is 
rousing stuff. The problem is that the evi-
dence does not support it, and the same is 
true for much of this frustrating and inco-
herent book. The aforementioned graduate 
students are just a few members in Gould’s 
army of straw men. Time and again we are 
told of the “some” and the “many” and of 
their strong feelings about the topics under 
discussion. (p. 1, 11, 61, 63, 71, 79) But for 
evidence Gould submits only his hunches. 
In one particularly embarrassing example, 
Gould sets up a straw man, denies that 
he’s done so (“This is suggested not as a 
‘straw man’”), and then proceeds to knock 
the stuffing from his absent enemy. (p. 60)
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When evidence is adduced, it is 
skimpy, or worse, misinterpreted. For ex-
ample, Gould invokes four studies of the 
Deep Web, the huge volume of content that 
conventional search engines cannot access, 
to demonstrate that “graduate students are 
highly prone to use only the top level of 
the Web,” but only one paper makes that 
claim, and in its literature review no less. 
(p. 84) In another, more glaring example, 
Gould misidentifies institutional reposito-
ries as e-reserves, a mistake that continues 
throughout the book. (p. 81) He also mis-
states library intentions for them and then 
claims that he “poured through a multitude 
of books and research articles” but could 
find no “chatter about this thing we refer to 
as ‘publishing’ in the e-reserve era.” (p. 82)
After a blunder of this size, what 
reader can be expected to continue, much 
less trust in the author’s analysis? And I 
have not mentioned the many digressions, 
dubious claims, and syntactical errors that 
precede this jaw-dropping statement. For 
all his concern about blog researchers, read-
ers interested in the reform of peer review 
will learn more from Cameron Neylon’s 
posts than from this slipshod monograph. 
Writing for Nature in 1977, the biolo-
gist Thomas Jukes quipped, “Publishing 
a book is a way of avoiding peer review.” 
Failing the surprise announcement of a 
sting—such as the phony, error-ridden 
cancer study accepted by over 150 science 
journals in the 2013 hoax by journalist John 
Bohannan—it would seem that Gould has 
succeeded only in upholding the truth of 
this aphorism. 
Michael J. Hughes
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Metaliteracy: Reinventing Information 
Literacy to Empower Learners, Thomas P. 
Mackey and Trudi E. Jacobson. Chicago: 
ALA Neal-Schuman, 2014. 256 pages. 
$67.00 (ISBN 978-1-55570-989-1)
Information literacy is in transition. The 
proliferation of open, participatory tech-
nologies has led to new challenges for 
librarians charged with teaching informa-
tion literacy skills. The Information Lit-
eracy Competency Standards for Higher 
Education, adopted by the Association of 
College and Research Libraries (ACRL) 
in 2000, are currently being revised into a 
new Framework for Information Literacy 
for Higher Education (ACRL, 2014) that 
should be finalized in early 2015. This 
makes Metaliteracy: Reinventing Informa-
tion Literacy to Empower Learners a timely 
publication on an elusive topic. In it, the 
authors reframe information literacy as 
metaliteracy, expanding the model to 
include the production and sharing of 
knowledge through social media and 
online communities. The authors provide 
a theoretical background for the concept 
and give examples of its use in educational 
practice. 
Thomas P. Mackey and Trudi E. Jacob-
son have strong backgrounds in informa-
tion literacy instruction. They have coed-
ited several books on information literacy, 
teach information literacy courses at their 
institutions, and have each authored many 
peer-reviewed articles on the topic. Their 
much-cited article “Reframing Informa-
tion Literacy as a Metaliteracy” in College 
& Research Libraries, 72, 1 (January 2011), 
62–78, was the foundation for this book. 
To add even more to their credibility as 
information literacy experts, drafts of the 
new ACRL Framework cite both the article 
and book. 
The first half of the book describes 
the metaliteracy framework, places it in 
